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Abstract 

This two-part report 1) summarizes the results of an evaluation 

of an Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) system, implemented 

on a trail basis in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department; 

and 2) outlines recommendations for individuals who are interested 

in pursuing police applications of AVM and other new technoJ.ogies. 

The AVM system discussed in Part I is a computer-aided dead-reckoning 

type, which was implemented as a Phase I prototype system in one 

police district early in 1975. The evaluation methodology employs 

a three-pronged analysis of the technology, police operations 

'and attitudinal and organizational impact. Attention is focused 

on operational performance of the Phase I system, its effect on 

police operations, such as response time, officer safety, voice

band congestion and command and control, and the effect on attitudes 

of the police personnel involved in the Phase I program. 

The recommendations provided in Part II attempt to relate 

the potential advantages and disadvantages of AVM to those of 

other new technologies, such as computer-aided dispatching (CAD) 

and 911. ,A process is outlined in which a police department 

can evaluate its own AVM needs. For those planning to implement 

an AVM system, certain guidelines are suggested in each of the 

three important evaluation areas: technological, operational 

and attitudinal. 

For those interested in greater detail of the St. Louis AVM 

evaluation, a larger document entitled Evaluation of an Implemented 

AVM System: Phase I is available from the Office of Evaluation, 

i 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of 

Justice, Washington, D.C. 2053l~ 
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A. Introducti.on 

Part I 

A Summary of the Evaluation of an 
Implemented AVM System 

The potential police uses of automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) 

systems were first highlighted by the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice in 1967. 1 Studies at that 

time suggested that such systems might achieve cost-effective reduc-
" . 

tions in police response time. Some hypothesized that AVN v70uld improve 

apprehension rates and thus serve as n deterrent to crime. Fully 

eight years after the President's Commission report, the installation 

of a computer-assisted dead reckot:i.ng system2 by the St. Louis Hetro

politan Pol.ice Department (SLMPD) represents the first full'·scale imple

mentation of an AVM system in a major urban police department. 

In our definition, an AVM system provides a police dispatch,er 

with real-time location estimates of each vehicle in a fleet and, 

through its monitoring function, provides additional vehicle 

status information (e.g.~ "in pursuit," "enroute to s.:ene," 

lpresident's Gorrunission on Law Enforcement. an9. Administration 
of Justice, Task Force Report, Science and Techno).ogy, ar;d ~ •. , 
Challen e of Crime in a Free Societ , U.S. Government Pr~nt~ng 
o ice, Waslington, D.C., 

2The AV11 system implemented in St. Louis is the Boeing
manufactured FLAIR System. FLAIR is a, reg~.stered trademar~c 0:1; 
the Boeing Company, signifying E:.leet ~ocation ~nd f.nformat~on '. 
Reporting. It is iTI.l;1o.rtant to recogn~ze that the ~ssues dl.scliEj.sed 
nerein pertain to asp'ecific AVM system, namely the FLAIR System, 
and, perhaps the most important, to a Phase.' I prototype system, not. 
an "off-the-shelf" production system. 
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IIdriver door 'opert), An AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) system 

provides only location estimates without additional status i.~·forma

tion. A CAD (Computer-Aided Dispatch) ~ystem uti~i2;~s a. 

computerized geographic base file to partially aU:tomate.t~e call 

answering) processing and dispatching acti'vit'ies 9f 'a pO,lice : 
'. ., I • .. 

dispatch center. A CAD system may inc~ude an AVM or' AyL system:. 

With computer-assisted dead reckoning, vehicle. 'locations. 

are es timated (after their starting positions havf~:. been est,ablished) 

by integrating' raw distance and heading data transmitted at fL"{ed 

intervals from the vehicle. The computer assista.nce-occurs in a 

"maPI-matching" process which usually constrains a vehi.cle 11 s 

estimated position to be on a street and which (!orrects for 

accumulated distance errors when the vp-hicle turns onto another 

street. This normal mode of tracking is called t,'closed loop'~; 

a vehicle estimat.ed to be drivin.g on other than a mapped street. 

will be tracked in "open loop" mode, utilizing only the ra~l data~ 

Occasionally,· accumulated errors develop which eventually cause 

a vehicle to become "lost" (i. e., the computer caT.'i: no longer . 

match the vehicle's tr8jectory with possible mapr.outes). When 

the tracking algorithm recognizes that a vehicle may be lost, 

the computer causes a "V" 3 t.o be displayed with 1;he vehicI.e 

il When a vehicle travels outside the Distric:t 3 boundary' 
(the Phase I test area), is ~n the vicinity of. a magnetic anomaly, 
or has travelled "too" far in an unmapped "open loop" area, a' .
"H" will appear which notifies the dispa.tcher to reinitial.ize 
the indicated vehicle after a reasonable waiting period. 

- 2 .. 

.. , 

" 

m.unber, notifying the dispatcher to verify the vehicle's estimated 

location, arid if incorrect, to reinitialize to the proper location. 

Vehicle location information is presented to the dispatcher 

on a computer-driven CRT display map, utilizing various colors, 

magnification scales, and a dispatcher-controlled cursor for 

indicating locations of incidents and vehicles. Using this 

information, the dispatcher can dispatch the closest car(s) to 

the scene of the incident and perform certain command and control 

functions heretofor infeasible without real-time vehicle location 

information. The monitored status of each unit, which is also 

displayed on the screen, is obtained from voluntarily transmitted 

canned messages (e.g., "officer-in-trouble," "emergency alarm," 

"arriv(~d at scene"), utilizing the same car-to-base station 

digital channel used for transmitting tracking data. In a strict 

sense, certain of these canned messages transcend the monitoring 

function and include a number of responses (e.g. I "message 

received") that are normally viewed as part of the radio communica

tion process. Thus, the communicating officer is provided 

with nearly immediate communication to the dispatcher, regardless 

of possible congestion in the voice channel. As of early 1976, 

a Phase I prototype system had been implemented and tested for 

approximately one year in DistriGt 3 of the SLMPD. A Phase II 

production system, incorporating improvements derived from the 

- 3 -



Phase I experience 1 will be implemented city-wide in lat.e 

1976 and early 1977. II. 

B. Evaluation Design 

The evaluation of AVM systems and other.high technology 

systems proposed for urban services is especially criti.cal at 

this time due to the likelihood of their increased use during 

the coming decades. But any evaluation must go beyond the 

purely technological featu;res 'of the system to include the 

, impact of the technology on the operatio'nal performance of the 

urban service and on the &ttitudes and behavior 9f the perscnnel 

affected by the technology. Building on three prongs--technology, 

operations, and attitudes--Part I of this report presents a 

summary of an intensive 18-month evaluation of the Phase I A~~ 

System in District 3 in the SLMPD. 

Following the priorities of the SLMPD, the evaluation 

focused on four AVM objectives. 

1) Reduction in response time. 

2) Improvement in officer safety. ' 

3) Reduction in voice-band congestion. s 

4) Enhancement of command and control capabilitie:s. 

4See R.W. Lewis and T.W. Leznick, i ... Report on the Boein..& 
Fleet Location and In.formation Re ortin System, The Boeing Company, 
Hichita, Kansas presented at t e Oth Annual Carnahan Crim(~ 
Countermeasures Conference, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.) 
for Boeing's description ,of FLAIR and the 'Phase I fmplementation 
results. 

sAs pointed out previously, ~his objective is ~ot strictly. 
AVM related. 

- 4 -

In a broader framework, each of these objectives plus others 

(e.g., better supervision and control of the patrol force) has 

the potential to improve the productivity of polic(: departments. 

Considering that typically over 90 percent of a police depart

ment's budget is consumed by salaries, fringe benefits and 

pensions, that each round-the-clock one or two-person patrol 

car costs $100,000 to $350,000 per year to operate, 6 that many 

cities are unable to increase budgets of their urban services 

and that demands for urban services keep rising (sometimes by 

over 10 percent per year), the need for productively improving 

systems and procedures is apparent. 

Following the three-pronged structure, this part of the report 

i~\ organized into three sections: technological, operational, 

and attitudinal analyses. In addition, a concluding section 

discusses more general issues including benefits and costs of 

AVM. In considering the results of the evaluation, it is important 

to remember that the AVM implementation in St .. Louis 'is an "experiment 

in progress," with Phase II (city-wide) results likely to be 

quite different from the results of using the early prototype 

system in District 3. Still, the issues raised in Phase J are 

6The annual cost is based on the assumption that five police 
officers are required to staff a one-person car for three shifts, 
including weekends, vacations, holidays and sick leave. For 
a two-person car 'f, ten police officers are required. Depending on 
salary levels, fringe benefits and overhead rate (which vary con
siderably) the cost of a one-person car is generally $100,000 
and over, and for a two-person car, $200,000 and over. 

- 5 -
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likely to be important for Phase II. Moreover, many of the St. 

Louis Phase I experiences are not likely to .be unique to a" 

particular city or AVM technology; thus a discus.si,on of- these 
. . 

experiences at 'this time may assist in'the consideration ,and 
. 

possible implem~ntation of AVM sys~ems and related'tec~olog~es 

in other cities, ~s covered in Part II of this report. 

An overall outline of the evaluation plan is 'presented in 

Figure 1. Important issues contained under each pf the three 

maj or heading's will be discussed. Full details of the wo~k, 

including the data collected and analyzed, are contained in.the 

Final Report. 7 

C, Technological Evaluation 

This sectiau reviews Phase I technical performance, with 

emphasis on identifi.ed problems '. Phase II corrective actions, and 

system reliability. 

1. System Performance. Considering the complexity of the 

new technology, the system functioned well. The color displa~ , 

terminal shows the selected map of a part of the city w,ith '.police, 

vehicles traveling on streets and with each vehicle identified by 

7R.C. Larson, K.\.;r. Colton, G.C, Larson, M.A. McKnew, 
"Evaluating an Implemented AVM System - Phase ,I." Public Systems 
Evaluation, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, available through 
the Office of Evaluation, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
U,S. Depart~ent of Justice, Washington, D.C., 1976. Thii is 
referred to elsewhere in this report as the "Final Repo.rt." 
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number and by class. The display of vehicle status, digital code 

messa.ges, and th~ four closest cars to an incident site were 

re'adily discerned. Operatioh of the display, terminal was. 

reasonably simp,le, and'most of the beq:er dispatchers ~ntegrat~d" 

the AVM-supp1ied information into the dis'pat'ching process. 

The principal hardware operating problem dur1.';~, Phase I was 

accuracy,part~cu1ar1y as ,it related to the freque~cy of lost 

cars. A major system problem was radio-channel c~pacity wherei'ri 

the assigned ,channel (UHF ,frequency) accoInrnodated only 97' cars ' 

compared to 200 required by the FCC. These problem's were largely 

responsible for two major design changes for Phase II: 

. An entirely new radio transmission digital 

format which provides for the increas~d nUmber 

(200) of vehicles per channne1, increased number' 

of bits for distance and heading infor.mati~n; 

more precise synchronizing signal~, satellite 

stations and other improvements. 

An entirely new software package that increases. 

computer capacit!, includes changes ~·o improv~ . 

open and closed-loop tracking and provides more 
. 

information on street widths and off-street areas 

for improved accuracy. 
" 

The effect of these changes will be evaluated .in Phase II, . 

after city-wide 'implementation. 

a; System Accuracy. Phase I 'tests shqwed 95 percent 

of the vehicle location estimates to be vlithin. 625' feet of the, true· e 
. ' 

- 8 -
.. 

location, an average location estimation erro'r of 137 feet (upper 

bound) to 101 feet (lower bound)--depending on the error distri

bution assumptions, and 80 percent of the estimates to be within 

90 feet of the true location. s During both regular Phase I 

operations and a special three-week test period, the system 

experienced an average of about 11 reinitializations per car 

per day or about 2.2 hours between losses of a tracked vehicle. 

The computer assistance in constraining vehi.c1es to be on streets 

and correcting fO'r accumulated distance errors when a corner is 

turned is responsible for the exceptional performance for 80 

percent of the samples; however, too many of the vehicles escaped 

the computer hold causing the relatively poor 95 percent confidence 

level and the large number of lost vehicles. 

Errors that cause loss in location accuracy give riseto'iost 

vehicles. A mod~ling analysis, 9 cou~led with empirical tests, 
, , 

'o" indicated that th'e. f,ollowing factors all c.ontribute to diminished 

accuracy and smaller values of the mean time between losses 

(or equivalently, increased values of the number of reinitializations 

per vehicle per day): 

SBased on 713 dispatcher-conducted location checks where actual 
location of randomly selected cars was compared to the indicated 
location on the FLAIR display console. 

9S ee Chapter V of the Final Report. 

- 9 -



Random errOl' - due to tire slippage, irregular driving 

patterns, speed variations (if viewed as uncorrectable 10 ), and 

mapping errors. For instanc~, measurements showed that with 

a cal'ibrated tififth wheel" errors caused by exaggerated lane 

. switching rang,e from 0.1 percent (five feet per mile) to 0.28 

'percen't (15 feet per m.ile). Simple geometrical models. predicted 

errors of up to 80 feet due to alternative methods of turning 

corners and traversing curves (inside versus outside lane) .. 

The extent of ~apping. errors remains an important subject of 

the Phase II evaluation. Random error also occurs in the head-

ing sensor due to magnetic noise·. 

Quantization in time, distance and angZe - In Phase I, 

angular and distance resolution was too coarse, being 11.25 0 

and 24 feet respectively. The Phase II system will include two 

additional bits for each of these variables, yielding.J;esolutions 

of 2.8 0 and six feet, respectively. Time,quantization was 

originally two seconds .(i.e., location data were transmitted once 

every t'i.vo seconds), but that was reduced to one second in Phase I; 

the Phase II system· will have an update interval slightly greater 

than once per second. 

Systematic error - due to temperature, tire wear ,_ and 

speed (if viewed as correctable). Phase I tests showed that tires' 

increased in diameter with speed, causing errors at 60 mph 

(compared to 30· mph) of 2 'percent (or 106 feet per mile) for 

a steel belted radial tire. PhaEfe II will incorporate "velocity" 

correction in the computer algorithm to correct errors from this 

W That is, variations i~ speed cause predictable variations 
in tire circumference. These variations can be "corrected for" 
in the computer-tracking algorithm. 

- 10 -

source. Tires decreased in diameter due to wear, measuring 

2 percent (106 feet per mile) for rayon belted and 1.2 percent 

(63 feet per mile) for steel belted radial. Phase II corrections 

will provide for odometer recalibrations. Any systematic angular 

errors are usually corrected in the map-matching process. 

Open-Zoop tracking - Due to crude quantization intervals 

in Phase I, open-loop driving was a primary cause of lost vehicles. 

Tests in off-street areas (parking lots, shopping centers, etc.) 

under open-loop conditions caused a V or a W to appear from four 

out of ' eight areas visited, and required three reinitializations. 

This indicated poor performance, but the results require further 

verification because of the small sample size. The finer distance 

and angular resolutions in Phase II should reduce the extent of 

this problem. 

Missed s'ignaZs - If the headquarters receiver misses t~vo 

or more consecutive signals, errors can occur if a turn has 

occurred during that time. Three or more consecutive missed 

signals is more serious due to the fact that the digital odometer 

-may recycle, suggesting a much lower travel speed than actual speed. 

In a te.st throughout .the city involving a total of oyer 5, 000 time

slot transmissions, 2.35 perc~nt of the signals were missed (weak), 

0.58 percent were bad data and 0.31 percen~ were one of two consec

utive missed signals. Overall, this is considered good performance 

except that one area within the city was in the shadow of a.hill .. 

A satellite station may be required to provide reliable signal 

transfer. In Phase II, more historical data are retained in the 

- 11 -



computer and the algorithm is modif~ed to use these data to 

reduce the probability of error from these causes. , 

Susceptihi li ty to sub~ersi.on The system is open to acts 

on the p;;Lrt of p,atrol officers and/or d~spatchers. a'imed. at 

deliberately reducing system effectiveness. 'These include 

deliberate drivi~g nea~ magnetic anomalies', reporting, inc<;>rrect 

1 . t Th';s will be a maJ' or concern of the Pha,se II ' oC;;Lt~ons, e c. .J.. 

evaluation. 

, While SOIl1e of the errQr som:ces described above appear 
. , 

to be of m'inor consequence,' the cumulativ'e effect of, even sinall 

errors causes loss of location ,accuracy. The inclusion of real

time speed monitoring in Phase II (and periodic recalibrationof 

the odometer) are steps in the direction of reduci~g systematic 

error. A certain amount of random error will remain.--the ex~ct 

amount to be determined--due to changes in the cEmi:~'r-lin~ street 

mapping technique. Using a model developed for predicting time be

tween losses ll
, analysis suggests that reasonably tight to~erances 

on systematic and random error could reduce to between one and two 

per day the number of losses (per vehicle) due so~ely to thes'e 

types of errors. Of course, additi.onal losses can'still occur' 

due to missed signals, open-loop tracking, and system vulnerability,_ 

While it is too early to state required accuracy p'erformance, 

levels, earlier simulation analyses suggest that in a homQg~nE!~us 

11 See Chapter X and Appendix A of the Fin?-l Report. 

12 R. c. Larson, .:.U-=r-=b-=a...;.ll---.,P"o""l,.,i.,..c_e...""Pa'trol Analysis, MIT Press,', 
Cambridge, Massachusetts~ 1972, Chapter 7. 
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,e city with no irregularities in travel paths, virtually all of the 

possible mean travel time re.duction is achievable with 3-,;-beat 

length resolution. In District 3 in St. Louis, where the average 

beat is ~ square mile) the average beat length is 1/12 c:: 0.707 mile. 

0.707 Thus, 3-,;-beat length resolution corresponds to 4 ~ 0.177 mile = 

933 feet. However, other considerations give, rise to a more 

stringent resolution requirement. For example, to determine on 

which side of a barrier (e.g., an expressway) a car is located; 

to quickly locate an officer in trouble in a high-density urban 

area; or to direct cars to specific streets during a command 

and control operation (chases, sealing off an area, etc.) -

accuracy of one-half block or better is desired. In St. Louis, 

this would indicate an accuracy requirement of approximately 220 

feet with 95% confidence, based on the estimated average. block 

length. The FLAIR System has an accuracy requirement that appears 

even more stringent, in that it must correctly identify each 

street (including alleys) onto which a vehicle has turned, which, 

in the case of the short dimension of many rectangular blocks, 

implies an accuracy requirement of 100-150 feet with 95% confidence, 

or higher. (If the trac}l:ing computer associates a turn ';'lith an 

incorrect street, it will attempt to relocate the vehicle to the 

correct street, but the l::isk of the vehicle becoming lost is 

considered quite high.) 

Regarding the frequ(mcy of lost vehicles, a'level of performance 

should be achieved substantially better than 11 reinitializations 

per car per day (as experienced in Phase I). It is difficult to 
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establish a precise target objective of tolerable reinitializationi 

per car per day because workloads, confidet~ce levels and attitudes 

of those using this system ~re involved. For this particular AVM 

technology, the req'uirement for occasional. reinitialization c.an 

be rationalized as a trade-off for the feature of having location 

estimates pinpointed t'o street center-lines, which fac'ilitates, 

for example, commaud and Gontrol operations. For this benefit, a 

"price," perhaps of three to t'our reinitializat:i.ons per car per 

dai,may be reasonable~ 

b. System Reliability~ Failures in the base station 

cause .:he entire system to be inoperative. During Phase I, the 

mean time between failure (M!BF) was 38.9 days, the mean time 
. ', 

to repair (MTTR) was 1. 32 days-·~resulting in a total down time 

per year of 12, days. Most of these failures viere compu.ter-related. 

Phase II will have a s'tandby computer, which should greatly impi'c;~e 

this performance. How~ver, the transfer from one computer to the 

other is a manual operation Tequiring perhaps a half hour to 

accomplish--and thi p does not include the time required to 

initialize the cars in the fleet that have moved during this period 

and those that have not been self-initializ2d.~ 

For the AVM mobile equipment, the mean time between failure 

was 7.7 days per car. Tne mean time to repair is estimated 

U During Phase'I, a police car could drive to a location 
directly in front of the District 3 station, transmit a code "22," 
and be self-initialized to that location without assistance from ' 
the dispatcher. In Phase II 22 such self-initialization locations 
are planned. 
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at 1.05 hours. (This repair t.ime does not include delays 

at: the repa:tr shop ,due to backlog of cars requiring servicing.) 

The most reCl,1rrent repair problem was recalibration of the 

magnetic heading sensor, accounting for 25 percent of all 

service problems. 

The number of repair incidents in Phase I is considered 

high, but perhaps not unreasonable for a trial system. Reliabili-

ty was adversely affected by temporary fixes that wera applied as 

probleias were uncovered. Also, Phase I service operations were 

ham"p'ered by a lack of service information, test equipment, spare 
.. ' . 

/parts, and spare AVM-equipped vehicles. 

D . Operations Analysis 

Reduction in response time is often heard as one of the 

primary arguments in favor of an AVM system. Thus, a major 

focus of the Phase I operational evaluation was di~ected toward 

response time. To understand the effects of resp01;:tse time due 

to AVf:.1, it was necessary to examine the entire pol:Lce response 

system, both those aspects which were influenced directly by 

the AVM system and those which were not. 

1. Response Time Evaluation.. Response ti~e is considered 
" 

to be the total time between a citizen's ai'i:,tempt'to contact the 
)) 

-,I 

Dolice and the arrival of police service at the Sclc.ene. Response time J, 

is comprised of several distinct components~: 

14 For a more complete discussion of the pol:i.ce e~e'r~ency . 
response system and the potential role of t~chn~logy ~rr ~mpr~v~ng 
system performance, see The Challenge of Cr~me ~'n a Free Soc~ety, 
U.S. G.:>vernment Printing Office, Hashington, D.C" 1967 and .. 
R. C. Larson, Um an Police Patrol Analysis, MIT Press, Canb r~dge, 
M3.ssachusetts, 19 72, Chapter 7. 
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·'rirne until reporting the incident to the police. 

This includes the time to detect the incidertt . 
and to make con,tac t' with. the police. 

. 
Time for ,complaint .evaluation proce·ss.ing .. In 

St. Louis a citizen 1 s call is t:l~ansferred' f:r;om 
. 

the central operator to a cOmPlaint' evc:lua·tor .. 
who either forwards information about the. incic1eit·t 

to the dispatcher or handles the call' in some 

other manner. 
, 

Dispatch time.' This is the time from :dispatcher 

U()tification of an incident until dispatch of a 

vehicle . 

. Travel time. This is the time from dispatch of the 

police unit until:. its arrival at the scene of the 

incident, 

Dispatch time and travel time are both "AVM-related" components 

of response time, b.eing directly influenced by theAVM system. 

The approximate mean magnitudes of the key components of response. 

time (for District 3) are shown in Figure 2. 15 We now discuss each 

of the key components in the response sys~em. 

15 Due to limitations of the incident-type data coding procedure 
employed by the SLMPD, it was not possible in Phase I to perforni 
a "before· and after" analysis of dispatch delays and travel. . 
times hy priority or urgency of calls. Limited priority-oriented 
respons.:; time in.formation ,vas obtained by art on-site observer, as 
reported in Cpapter VI of the Final Report. The Phase II evaluat:i,on 
will include. a more extensive analysis' of priority-oriented 
response times. . 

.. 
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Figure 2 

POLICE EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM: l:1EASURED MEAN RESPOl:'lSE TIMES 

(St. Louis Y.etropolitan Police Department I District· 3) 
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a. :re1ephone Ans'wering Delay. A caller reporting 

an incident to the police experiences an average of 30 seconds of 

delay prior to contacting a. complaint evaluator. ,An estimated .20 
, . 

seconds might be 'eliminatedl by implementing two public police 

telephone numbers in St. Louis--one for emergencies and one for 

'other calls (mos'tly administrative). Additional early, reporting 

delay reduction cr::m1d be achieved by making the emergency number 

the now popular three digit number--911. (Such a change to a 

911 system and/or ~ centrex system is now being considered by 

the St. Louis MPD.) 

b. Complaint Evaluation Processing. About 90 seconds 

are required for the complaint evaluator to record the caller's 

information and direct it to a dispatcher; about half or more 

is spent after the telephone conversation. Probably 25 seconds 

could be eliminated by' procedures and/or systems which remove 

the practice of recording identical information twj,ce and 

manually looking up a fraction of addresses. One possibility 

which requires further evaluation is a CAD (Computer-Aided 

Dispatch) system. 

c. Dispatch Time. Proper operation of the AVM system 

does not require a significant increase in dispatch time. Mean 

dispatch time during 1975 (January-November) Ylas 3.62 minutes . . 
in District 3, down 1.4 percent from 1974. The comparable figures 

city-wide (less District 3) are :t.55 minutes, down. 8.6 percent 

- 18 -

fLom 1974 16 , as shown in Table 1. The 1975 District 3 dispatch 

time,s were consistently greater than 1974 times during the first 

half of the year, but starting in July they dropped noticeably 

below the 1974 figures. The initial rise can be attributed to the 

time :required for the dispatchers to learn the use of the ne,v 

system. Once the system was mastered, though, dispatch times 

for District 3 dropped significantly, in fact at a rate faster 

than the overall city-wide average. Other factors which influenced 

the city-wide and District 3 reduction in dispatch time include 

a drop in call-for-service workload--a 12 percent decrease in 

District 3 and a 10 percent reduction city-wide, and petlaps 

the dispatchers' awareness of the increased attention being given 

to this matter due to the presence of on-scene evaluators. 

d. Di8patcher Workload. While mean dispatcher times 

increased for District 3 during the first several months of AVM 

operation, the decrease in dispatch times over the remaining ,I 

months indicates that the effect of increase in workload is at 

least balanced by other factors. The AVM system is estimated to 

create 5.6 minutes of additional work per hour for the dispatcher-

due to reinitia1izations and cursor positioning on dispatches--that 

would not occur without AVM. However, some of the time that would 

have been spent in on-the-air conversations is eliminated by the 

car-to-dispatcher digital codes. Whether or not dispatcher workload 

16Dispatch time in District 3 has consistently been longer 
tHan in the rest of the city. Probable reasons for this inp:!.;ude 
the heavy workload in District 3 and the resulting queuingt~f 
dispatches during peak periods. I 
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Table I 

Av~rage Dispat.ch Dela1s 

(Entries in boxes correspond to months of inten.sive on-scene 
evaluation, including stop-watch monitoring j 

interviewing, and special te.sting.) '. 

. 
District 3 fiti:-W.ide Less District 

J.974 1975 "10' Change· 1974 1.975 .% Change - -
Aver~ge Dispatch Average Dispatch 

Delays Delays 
(in ,minutes) (in minutes) 

JAN 3.22 3.46 +7.4 2.44 1.76 -27.9 

FEB 3.02 3.46 +14.6 2.20 1.81 -17.7 

MAR 3.25 3~21 -1.2 2.29 1.80 -21~4 

APR 2.65 2.93 +10.6 2.19 2.05 -6.4 

MAY 2.54 3.66 +44.1 2.12 3.56 +67.9 

JUN 3.70 4.38 +18.4 2.93 2.84 -3;1 

JUL 5.22 3.62 -30.6 3.41 2.74 -19.6 

AUG 4.60 4.06 -11. 7 3.85 2.92 -24.2 

SEP 4·.74 3.81 -19.6 3.52 3.02 -11 •. 2 

OCT 3.46 3.34 -O~9 3.03 2.78 -8.2 

NOV 3.97 3.77 -5.0 2.75 2.79 +1.4 

AVG 3.67 3.62 -1.4 2.79 2.55 -8.6 
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is in fact incr(aased~ dispatchers do perceive an increase. This 

appears to aris(a from dispatchers being constantly aware of a loca

tion check (V o~~ TV) that may be queued in thestatus column, thereby 

yielding anticipated periods of inactivity less often than they 

would without A\TM . 

e. Limitation of AVM Dispatch Information. After the 

dispatcher locates the cursor at an i11cident site, the computer 

selects the four closest cars .and displays the car numbers on 

the CR'r screen i.n the order of distance from the incid~nt site,. 

The computer determines the distance by adding the X dimension 

(East-West) to the Y dimension (North-South), which gives correct 

answers when the blocks are laid out in this manner. However, 

in areas '.;There the axis is rotated to other than North-South 

and East-West, or where diagonal streets exist, errors result 

from this method of computation, which--from examples constructed-

can exceed one minute in estimated travel time. Also, the computer 

listing of closest cars does not take into consideration barriers 

(such as expressways, canals, etc.) or one-way streets. It is 

therefore necessary that the ,dispatcher verify the closest car 

-'by observing its location on the visual display~ 

(: 

f. Travel Time: Simulated Results. Employing a 

.p 
I ~r 

specially developed simulation model. of police patrol and dispatching, 17 

17 See Chapter VI of the Final Report. 
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mean travel time was estimated to be reduced by up to 25 

percent by switching from pre-AVM dispatching" procedures to 

closest car dispatching. However, a large f;action of this 

anticipated reduc'ti'on in travel time is attributable to the 

relatively inefficient (from the perspective of dispatching 

the closest car) precinct-oriented dispatch strategy u~ed prior 

to AVM.).8 Other modeling analyses indicate 'that, about the most 

travel time ;reduc:tion that can' be expected from AVM is roughly· 

11 'to l5,percent, l1,ot'25 percent, when compared to more conventional 

non-precirict oriented dispatch policies. The uotential benefits 
_---III...", 

of AVM, then, depend critically on the dispatching policy to which 

it is compared. 19 

g. Travel Time: Empirical Results. Mean travel time 

in District 3 decreased an average of 8.0 percent to 4.:9, minutes 

during 1975 (January-Nbvember) compared to theana1agous pre-AVM 
.. 

period .in 1974. However, mean city-wide travel time decr'eased . , 

18 In St. Louis, a precinct is a small collection of contiguous 
beats, and each district con.tains two or more precincts. Dispatch 
preferences are given to precinct vehicles, even if a vehicle in the 
same district, but another precinct, is closer. 

" 

19 During the Phase II evaluation., the AW-l patrol modeling analysis 
will include a new analytical model» as well as the 'simulation mod~l. 
R.C. Larson and E.A. Franck, "Dispatching the Units of Emergepcy 
Service Systems Using Automatic Vehicle Location: A Computer-Based 
Markov Hypercube Model," Report TR-21-76, Innovative Resour~e 
Planning Proj ect, Massachuse,tts' Institute of Technology. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, April, 1976. Submitted to, the Journal of Computers 
and Operations Research. 
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7.0 percent to 4.7 minutes during this period (see Table II). 

Due to under-utilization of AVM during much of 1975, it is difficult 

to draw strong conclusions from these data. During a specially 

monitored three-week test, mean travel time in District 3 was 

down 15 percent (0.89 minutes) in the test district as compared 

to the 12-month earlier (pre-AW-f) levels, but city-wide mean travel 

times. were down 11 percent, suggesting a net 4 percent decrease 

(approximately 15 seconds) due to AVM. Some of these reductions 

could have arisen from decreased cal1-for-service workloads in 

1975. Regarding the effect of AVM on average travel times, we 

must view the results of Phase I as inconclusive. Certainly there 

is no indication that AVM increas~~s travel time; but the empirical 

evidence that it decreases is not very strong. Dispatchers' 

atti~udesJ perceptions and motivations may have played a key role 

in measured travel time reduction--both in District 3 and city-wide . 

h. Overall Response System Considerations. As shown 

in Figure 2, mean system response time in District 3. 'is 'approximately 

two minutes (reporting the incident and ,complaint evaluation) + 

3.5 minutes (dispatch time) + 5.0 minutes (travel time) = 10.5 

minutes. So a 30-second reduction in mean travel time corresponds 

to about a 5 percent reduction in overall mean response time. Even 

if the simulated 25 percent reduction in mean AVM travel time is 

found to apply during Phase II, this would correspond to 1.25 

minutes or 75 seconds, about a 12 percent reduction in overall mean 

re,sponse time. Recalling ,that about half of the simulated 
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Table II 

Average Travel Times 

(Entries 'in boxes correspond to months of. intensive o.n-scene 
evaluatio,n, including stop-watch monitoring, 

. intervie\'ling and special testing~) 

District 3 6ity-Wide'L~~s District 3 

1974. 1975 % Change, 1974 1975 .% Change -
Average Dispatch Average Dispatch 

Delays . Delays 
(in' minutes) (in minutes) 

JAN 5.44 5.30 -2.57 5.55 4.83 -12.'97 

FEB 5.16 4.97 -3.68 4.86 4.·62 -4.,94 

MAR 5.29 4.89 -7.56 4.82 4.60 -4.56 . 

APR 5.18 4.79 -7.53 4.76 4.59 -3.57 

MAY 5.37 . 4.90 -8.75 4'.90 '4.69' -4'.29 

JUN 5.32 4.83 -9.21 4.89 '4.67. -4:50 

JUL 5.46 '4.78 -12.45 5.05 4.73 -6.34 

AUG 5.59 4;48 -13.42 5.29 4:62 -12.67' 

SEP 5.58 4.74 -15.05 5.22 4.71 -9~77 

OCT 5.31 5.18 -2.45 5.02 .4.60 -8 .. 37 

NOV ,5.18 4.97 -5.- 41. 4.97 4.80 -3.42 

AVG 5.35 lit. 92 -8.00 5.03 4.68 -7.00 
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25 percent reduction is due to precinct-oriented dispatching, only 

about 37.5 seconds of the travel time reduction could reasonably 

be attributed to AVM, corresponding to 6 percent of the total 

system response time. One of the conclusions from this is that if 

the SU1PD personnel are interested in average response time improve

~ents they should also concentrate on other aspects of the police 

response system which are not directly related to AVIv1. ThePhase 

II implementation will allow a~equate sample size and data coding 

procedures to examine response times as a function of priority 

or urgency of the call. 

i. Cross-Bea·t Dispatches. Closest-unit dispatching 

(utilizing AVM) influences patrol performance since it results 

in a greater amount of cross-beat and cross-district dispatching. 

In non-AVM dispatching systems, the fraction of dispatches 

that are interbeat is usually about.equal to the average workload 

of the patrol force--that is, the fraction of time not available 

for dispatch. 20 With AVM, this fraction is increased, usually 

markedly for low-to-moderate workload systems. Using the simulation 

model, this behavior wasfo'und to be true for District 3. Such 

increases in cross-beat·disp~tches should be of p~~ticular' coricern 

to police departments that desire to maintain (to the extent feasible) 

the one~man, one-beat concept. For other departments that desire 

wider overlapping areas of patrol responsibility, this operational 

consequence of AVM dispatching should cause little or no problem. 

20 See Chapter 8 of Urban Police Patrol Analysis. 
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2. SEecial Three-Week Test. A number of operational and 

accuracy difficulties developed during the Phase I implementation 

of the AVM system in District 3. In addition to accuracy diffi

culties, on-sc,ene' evaluation suggested that the dispatchers wer,e 

not' using the AVM system as it was intended to be used during 

much of Phase I. In one sample, the cursor was used on only 

about 35 percent. of discretionary dispatches and, information from 

the closest car cplumn influenced the dispatch for only 19 perc€nt 

of 'dispatches. ' Wid,a variability of these figures by dispatlc:hers ' 

indicates that certain dispatchers were well-motivat'ed an.d used 

the system as intended; others bordered on virtually ignori~g 

the system. Part of the problem was created by an overall decreased 

interest in AVM due to a lack of a fully AVM-equipped fleet of 

vehicles in District 3 during Phase I. 

In order to examine the operations and influence of the . 
Phase I system under a more favorable set of circumstances, a 

special test was designed and conducted in District 3 from 

September 15 to October, 5, 1975. The test was needed to study 

the operation of the system under two important conditions: 

1) proper use by dispatchers (a spe:cial set of dispatchers was 

selected) and 2) full coverage of the entire district by 

AVH-equipped cars (utilizing "spare" AVH. vehicles during, time,s 

of. re.pair) . Some of the releva~t concI:U:S::.b:J:ns. are summa~ize9. below: 

The operation of the system improved signiftcantly. During the 

test substantial improve.ment wa~~~xperienced in the proper use 
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of the system. DispatchE~rs utilized the intended components 

of the system to dispatch the closest car, and patrol officers 

seemed more satisfied in overall operations. Although no 

specific surveys '\V'ere conducted, on-site evaluators (after 

talking to patr:ol officet's and riding patrol in police vehicles) 

reported an increase in confidence in the system. As reported 

earlier" travel time was reduced during the three-week test, but 

not subst,antially (when normalized for city-'\vide reductions). 

Once again the special test confirmed that if the system is 

operated pxoperly, there should be no increase in dispatch time. 

Trained and motivated dispatchers are essential to the successful 

use of the clystem. With eff!e.ctive· and motivated dispatchers, an 

AVM slystem can increase the general effectiveness of the dispatching 

process. The ability to dispatch the closest car with such a 

sophisticated technology not only improves dispatch decisions 

directly. but it appea.rs t:o increase the perceived level of 

professionalism of dispatchers. Also, the way the dispatchers 

useAVM as an aid to their activities is a major factor in the 

way officers in the field regard the AVM system) thereby affecting 

field performance through such activities as voluntary self-

reinitializations. 

sp~e vehicles and mainte.lnance personnel are essential. System 

f d user at t~tt'des are very adversely affected by per ormance an ..... ~ 

. " AVM b' 1 Many of t'he favorable finding's ihe:~tesence of non- ve lC es. 

of thci three-week test are directly attributable to fielding a 

full contingent of AVM-equil?ped vehicles at all times. 
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E. Analysis of Attitudinal and Organizational Impact 

The implementation of an AVM system ,implie.s more than the 

routine introduction of a new technology; such an innovation, 

also has important behavioral and organizational ~onsequences. 

A number of "successes" have been'achieved to date reg~rding the 
'\ .. 

implementation of "routine" technological innovations in police 

departments, such as establishing real-time computer information 

systems to provide rapid retrieval of information for the officer 

in the street. However, when efforts to implement technology . 

have gone beyond routine systems to more non-routine innovations, 

such as transferring modeliLlg or operations resea.rch type 

technologies or implementing an AVM or CAD system., t.he process 

has proven to be far more complex and the success to date 'has 

been limited. One of the reasons that such efforts have faltered 

has been a failure to give sufficient consideration to behavioral 

and human factors. A nmnber of studies have demonstrated that it 

is often not technical difficulties which limit long-run 

implementation, but behavioral and people-oriented factors. 2.1 

Attitudinal and organizational implications therefore comprise 
. 

one of the primary components of this evaluation. 

Attitudinal surveys of both dispatchers and patrol officers 

in Districts 3 and 5 (the latter being the control district) were 

conducted, both before and after the implementation of the system. 

21 . 
Robert K. Yin, KarenA. Heald, Mary E. Vogel, Patricia D. 

Fleischauer, and Bruce C. Vladeck, A Review of Case Studies '0£ 
Technolo ical Innovations in State and Local Government, The Raild 
Corporation, R- -NSF, Fe 
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The results of these surveys 'ivill first be summarized, and then 

their implications for the Phase II imple!TIentation of FLAIR will 

be outlined. 

1. Summary of Fin~j.ngs. General police officer attitudes 

toward FLAIR shifted significantly during Phase I. Before using 

the system, 64.4 percent of the District 3 officers thought FLAIR 

\Vas a "good idea." After the Phase I implementation only 39.8 

percent still felt this way. A number of factors contributed to 

this change in attitude. 

• Most important, a crucial link exists betvleen 

attitudes and system technical performance. 

Problems with the accuracy and reliability of 

the system seem to be the primary cause for 

the drop in attitudes. In 1974, 44 percent 

of the District 3 police officers felt that 

there were equipment and computer problems 

with the FLAIR System. In 1975 the number 

perceiving such difficulties had almost doubled 

to 78 percent (Table III). 

• Due to such operational problems, many of the 

in~tial expectations of the system were not 

met. Such unfulfilled expectations led to the 

disillusionment of some officers and a drop 

in positive feelings toward the system. 

• The effective operation of AVM relies heavily on 

well motivated and trained dispatchers. Since 
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District 3 

1974 1975 

44.0% 78.2% 
15.1 21. 0 
65.1 27.7 
7.8 16.8 

N.A. 24.4 

Table' III 

Tabulation of Possible 
FLAIR. Problem Areas 

Possible Problem Areas 

Equipment Problems 
Lack of Street Support. 
Disciplinary Abuses 
Difficulty in ~perating 
Communications Problems 

Table IV 

District 5 

1974 1975 

43.2%' 48.4% 
28.4 28.1 
56.8 53.1 
16.2 12.5 
N.A. 12.5 

Perceived ImportanGe of Policework 

District 3 District 5 

1974 

65.1% 
26.5 
8.4 

78.7% 
15.2 

6.1 

1975 

30.5% 
37.3 
32.2 

53.4% 
21. 2 
25.4 

District 3 
1974 1975 
10'.3% 6.0% 
31.5 68.4 
58.2 25.6 

Dispatching Nearest 
Officer 

Very Important 
Fairly Important 
Not Important 

Officer Safe.ty 

Very Important 
Fairly Important 
Not Important ' 

Table V 

1974 

62.2% 
29.7 

8.1 

78 .L~% 

10.8 
10.8 

Perceived Effects of FLAIR on 
Departmental Disciplinary Process. 

1975 

63.5% 
25.4 
11.1 

80.6% 
8.1 

11. 3 

District 5 
1974 1975 

Fairer 2.7% 8.3% 
No Difference 27.4 30.0 
Less Fair 69.9 61. 7 
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the capabilities and motivations of the 

Phase I dispatchers were mixed, this uneven 

quality contributed to the shift in 

attitudes. 

• Attitudes are volatile and a downward 

trend may be reversible if the Phase II 

system functions smoothly. In fact, during 

the special three-week test conducted in 

September and October of 1975, the 'careful 

selection of dispatchers, the availability 

of a full fleet of AVM-equipped cars, and 

personal two-way radios all seemed to have 

a positive influence on the officers in the 

Third District. Still, once a negative 

attitude is established, initial impressions 

are difficult to overcome. 

T\vo other factors \Vere found to be especially important in 

influencing attitudes toward FLAIR: the level of information 

about the system and the initial source of information. A pre

implementation training seminar in District 3 seemed instrumental 

in influencing positive attitudes as compared to District 5, 

where much of the information about FLAIR was communicated by 

word of mouth. Even after the attitudes of the officers idDistrict 

3 dropped, a strong correlation was found to exist between those 

officers who were favorable tQ;';Jard FLAIR and those who felt,: 

well-informed about the system. Regarding the intial sourde of 
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information, the opinions of other officers seemed particularly 

important in infl~encing and reen~orcing feelings toward the 

new system. 

The shift ip officer attitudes during Phase I included 

a shift in the perceived influence of AVMon 'four areas of 

police operation. . ' 

• Although officer safety remained as the 

top area of importance to officers, ,its 

,overall rati!).g of importance dropped' 

significantly after implementation. 

Whereas eight out of every ten of the 

officers surveyed in both Districts 3 and 

5 before implementation felt that of~icer 

safety was a very important goal in the 

AVM system, after implementation only five 

out of ten officers in District 3 maintained, 

such 'feelings. Operational difficulties 

obviously influenced the confidence of 

the officers in whether' the system wo~ld 

locate them in times of need. (Table IV) 
. 

• The perceived importance of AVM in dispatching 

the nearest officer also dropped significantly 

in District 3--again showing the. influence 

, of' techn'ological problems on attitudes. 

• The digital communication capability of the ~ystem 

was perceived by both· p~l~ce offic'ers ,and 

. . 
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dispatcher$ to be one of the most important 

aspects of the new system. 

• Concern over disciplinary abuses dropped 

significantly in District 3 after the Phase I 

implementation. In 1974, 65.1 percent of the 

officers expected disciplinary abuses to be the 

major problem, and in 1975 only 27.7 percent saw 

such abuses as a major prbblem (Table III), This 

drop may be attributed to the operational 

problems since a number of officers felt that 

the system could not track them adequately. 

However, the latent fear that remains in the 

SLHPD on this matter is demonstrated by the fact 

that even after implementation in District 3 , 

disciplinary abuses still remain as the primary 

concern in District 5 (Table V). 

Responses to surveys indicate that officers feel that FLAIR 

will have (or has had) little impact on police pre.ventive patrol. 

HO\vever, officers do feel that the AVM system will improve the 

ability of the department to keep track of where police officers 

are located, and in turn, according to survey results, this may 

diminish their flexibility and force their continued movement 

on patrol. However, it is important to point out that such 

comments regarding potential impact on police operations are at this 

stage primarily speculative based only on initial officer percep

tions. Further research is required during Phase II in order to 

evaluate the impact of FLAIR on police operations. 
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2,. Implications for City-Wide Implementation. In previous 

studies, a number of factors have been identified which contribute 

to the successful implementation 'of new t'echnological innovations. 22 

Five factors seem especially important to the Phase II city-wide 

implementation: 
~· ..... ~""'I'" .. ,/ 

a. Link Between Attitudes and Technology Performance. 
,.I''; 

Accuracy and reliability are ~ssential if the new system is to be 

accepted and ¥lade to work over the long run. In order to avoid 

the rapid decline in attitudes experien~ed in District 3 during 

Phase I, the Phase II system should be tested under realistic 

operational field conditions before it is implemented cit'y-wide-

preferably in District 3 because of the previous experie!,llce and 

familiarity \'lith the system in that District. Even thougn the 

system receives such a test, it should be realized that problems 

may still arise when the system is implemented city-wide (such 

as map errors, magnetic anomalies, questions reSUlting from 

inter-district dispatching, etc.). Such difficulties should be 

22 Factors critical to the successful implementation of new 
technology are discussed in Chapter X of the Final Report. Also 
see, K.W. Colton, "Computers and the Police: Police Departments 
and the New Information Technology," Urban Data Service, Inter
national City Manager's Association, Washington, D.C., November, 
1974. L. Holliday, D. Jaquette, M. Lawless, E. Quade, J. Chaiken 
and J. Crabill, Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, Rand ' 
Corporation, October, 1975, Rand Report #R-1859-DOJ, Santa 
Honica, California. R.K. Yin, et al., A Review of Case Studies 
of Technological Innovations in State and Local Government. 
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anticipated as a part of implementing a new technological innova

tion, and in fact, it is better to prepare people in advance 

for such occurrences. 

b . Involvement and Training o(.Rolice Personnel. There 

is a paramount need for effective training and communication con

cerning FLAIR. HO\'lever, this-means more than just an initial 

training seminar. As pointed out earlier, feeling informed about 

the system ';vas one of the most important factors influencing 

attitudes toward AVM, An "on--going" dialogue is thl=l.refore 

necessary to answer questions and to candidly explain problems 

that may arise. In order to achieve such communication, the 

planned'Phase II training should be supplemented by periodic visits 

by SLHPD and/or AVM manufacturer personnel to the ":1::'011 calls" at 

the beginning of each shift. 

On the other hand, care should be taken not to "oversell" the 

system. Evidence indicates that initial expectations were too 

high in District 3. In introducing the Phase II system it 

-is important to discuss the problems of phase I in order to 

esta blish a r~alistic but positive set of expectatilDns. 

c. Person-Machine Interface. One of the most significant 

elements in determining SUCCless or failure in implementing new 

technology is developing the proper human/technolog'Y interface. 
1 ,0' : 

The point at which this is especially vital with FLAIR is the:link 
, " ~ 

I: 
between the dispatcher and the new system. The roliB o~: the 
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dispatcher must receive priority attention in the :Phase II imple

mentation. A major turnover in dispatchers has been projected 

for 1976 due to a discontinuance of a cadet program. Capab'le 

people must be placed in the new jobs and this may require an 

upgrading of the dispatcher's job.description, qualifications and 

salary. In addition, procE~dures for dispatcher-car interactions 

should be clearly specified, and special· training might be provided. 

For example, dispatchers now do not receive specific training 

on how to handle such "rare events" as responding to an officer

in-trouble call, h'andling pursuits, or handling civil disturbances. 

One approach to rectify this might be training exercises wh8r.e 

dispatchers would be able to simulate these kinds of occut:rences. 

d. Involvement of Top Police Supervisors. Just as it 

is important to integrate and train police officers concerning 

the technology innovation, it is essential' that top police super

visors be deeply involved in the implementati:0D; of the new 

technology; Experience in other police departments has shown 

that new technologies are likely to fail without sustained commit

ment from top_ management. With FLAIR, the Phase I results have 

demonstrated that the .response time benefits of the sys·tem are 

below initial ~xpectations. Other potential benefits such as the 

opportunity for improved command and control or better management 

of·resources must therefore be examined to determine the degree 

to which the .benefits may justify the costs. In order to test 

these areas, though, the deep involvement of the St. Louis command 

staff is required. For example, a new set of compute:J?:"prepared'·, . 
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operational reports has been designed for the Phase II FLAIR 

System. If these reports are to be worth,vhile, they should be 

modified and perfected by the St. Louis command staff so as to 

provide the best information. possible from a management perspec

tive. Further, to truly test the benefits of the system, it may 

be appropriate to try new command and control or organizational 

relatlonships, at least on a temporary basis, such as assigning 

a high-level command person to the dispatch center in order to 

supervise command and control situations when they arise. 

e. Long-Term Commitment and Continuity of Personnel 

Over Time. In a recent study2~ it was found that efforts to 

implement opera,tions research modeling proj ects in criminal 

4It justice agencies are often promoted by a single or small group 

. 0'£' advocates. Although such advo'cates play. an important role, in, 

s'preadi'ng in~ovation, their presence also leaves the innovation 

vulner·able if, a. ~h~ft in personn~l. 'Qt:curs and the advocate 
~ 

leaves the agency or is transferred. In order to assure success 

of the AVM system in St. Louis, a long-term commitment based on 

a broad base of support is required. To broaden involvement and 

develop support for technological innovation, many poliqe 

departments have est.,1)l.blished a management users committee of 

top level command officers to help monitor and oversee ch~nge. 

The St. Louis MPD might consider establishing such a committee. 

23 L. Holliday, et a1., Criminal Jus'tice Models: An 
Overview, Rand Corporation, October, 1975, Rand Report #R-1859~ 
DOJ, Santa Monica, California. 
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F. System Obj ectives and Cost ConsideraticmB 

An important question in evaluating an AVM system is deter

'mining whether the objectives of the system ha.ve been met and . 
. ' . 

whether the benefit'~ justify the cost. While it is impossible. 

to reach a final conclusion on these issues based solely on the 
, ' 

'r'esult's of the Phase I. system, as a means of summarizing our 

ideas to da.te it is worthwhile to state our' initial conclusions' 

regarding ea~h of the four primary obj ectives ,outlined earlier, 

(Figure 3)" 

1. Response Time Reduction. Phase I testn do not support 

the eXT)ected redu.ction in response time. Although this question 

will be examined closely in Phase II, current findings lack 

evidence to suggest that savin.gs in travel time, due. solely to 

AVM will significantly improve police operation.s or reduce cost. 

, . 
2. Officer SafeJ:l:.. When the emergency alarm is activated, 

the dispatcher is alerted visually and audibly, the location of 

the activating vehicle is known immediately from the display, 

and the computer-selected closest: cars are identified for quick 

dispatch. However, the degree of obtaining the officer safety 

objective has not .been established during PhaBe I, largely for 

the following reasons: 

a. The high rate of lost car's and 'system location 

errors has decre~sed the confidence of patrol officers as to 

the dispatcher's ability to locate him accurately and consistently. 
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Figure 3 

Summary of Phase I Evaluation Results: J:.1=eting System OD j ectives 

I TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

I 

EVALUATION RESULTS 
AVM System Implemented 

in St. Louis 
Phase I 

ESTABLISH SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

OPERATIONS ANALYSl~ 

I 
4It MEETING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

ATTITUDINAL ANALYSIS 

1. Response time - only modes't reduction; results inconclusive. 

2. Officer safety - results inconclusive because of equipment/ 
accuracy prOblems and small sample size. 

3. Digital communication,s -. level of, voice-band congestion was not 
materially changed. :HCNlever, system experienced high usage; 

-permitted instant mcb lle to base communiea.tion; provided 
flexibility in dispatcher operations. 

4. Cow.land and control - ne)V' pos'sib ilities identified and 
recOlmnended for city-wide Phas'e II implementation. 

5. Cost-effectiveness - system cost = $2,OOO/year/car or 2% of 
total cost for one-person car. Cost justification 
not yet established. 
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Th\~re 'a:?pears to be a preference of at least some officers to 

announce their situation and location over the voice radio. 

b. The emergency alarm has been improperly used by some 

officers (e.g., activating the alarm to test whether or not the 

sys t€\m is operating) and, has been' accideritally activa'ted at times 

causing a "false alarm" condition that decreases the urgency in 

respon.ding to a real alarm. 

c. The number of real alarms'has been small, making a 

, proper levaluation 'difficul t due to smaLL sample size. 

Improvements in the Phase II system and equipment (to increase 

accuracy), additional training of the officers and better emergency 

knob design (to reduce apparent false alarms), and city-w~de 

implementa.tion (to increase, the number of incidents) should establish 

improved conditions for evaluation during Phase II. 

3. Redu~tion in Voice-Band Congestion. Vehicle-to~base 

station digital communication in this particular AVM system allows 

. transmission of 99 "canned" messages, thereby: providing status 

information and.an alternative means of interacting with the 

.dispatcher. An original objective 'was to decrease voice-band 

congestion by using this new medium. Tests made by the SLMPD 

during Phase I showed essentially no change in voice-band occupancy 

levels. However, other beneffts became apparent. 

a. High usage'of,digital communications by the patrol 

officers involving over 2,000 mes'sages per day or over 100 per ~ay 
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per Car. This amounts to an expansion in the capacity of the 

communications system compared to what could be accommodated by 

existing voice channels. 

b. The patrol officer can communicate a change in status 

instantly to the dispatcher; whereas with voice radio only, he 

might wait for clear channel s1';atus which co.uld involve considerable 

delay or he may not bother to (\ommunicate. 

c. The dispatcher can organize work tasks better, 

permitting some digital inquiril~s to accumulate before acknowledging 

if other matters have higher priority. Voice radio does not have 

this flexibility. 

d. Digital messages m:e relatively secure and cannot 

be intercepted by the commonly a\l'ailable "police" monitor radio. 

Hhile not strictly part of atl AVM system, both police officel~B 

and dispatchers felt that digital communication provided some of 

the most important benefits of the Phase I system. 

4. Command and Control. In our context, command and control 

pertains to the ability of the dispatcher to deploy (command) 

vehicles, especially under extraordlnary circumstances, and the 

ability of patrol administJ;'ators to control and modify the manner 

in which patrol operations are conducted., 

Utilizing the display, dispatchers had several opportunities 

during Phase I to incorporate AVM information in with their 
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handling of extraord,inary events. For instance, in October, 1975, e 

a chase starting in ,District 3 resulted ,in the dispatcher conunanding" 

patrol cars by voice radio toward locations for possible inter-

ception; after the chas~ left District 3, however, the effective-

ness of the dispatcher was greatly reduced because most of the 

radio time was spent asking for the locations of 'the various cars 

involved. Phase II, being c~ty-wide, will provide more opportunities 

to evaluate the dispatcher-related. command a,nd control benefits 

of the system. 

Few results are available from Phase I regarding the potential 

of AVM for affecting patrol operations. It was our impression 

that fewer patrol units ~lolunteered for unnecessary back-up 

assignments and fewer patrol units appeared, to congregate for 

prolonged visits aftEr AVM than before. Conversely, the AVM-equippede 

yehicles appeared to be attentive to their assigned duties, whether 

on assignment or on patrol. This can be observed by viewing the 

display, and of course the patrol officers are aware of the display. 

During Phase II, an attempt will be made to develop measures 

indicating the extent of improvement of patrol operations. These 

may include a measure of miles driven per day on preventive patrol 

as opposed to responding to ca~ls, the number of self-initiated 

activities, time spent at the pistrict ,Station, and others. 

5. Costs and Related Considerations. ~he total cost of 
. 

implementing' t.he Phase' II AVM system is estimated at $2, 700, 000 
, . 

(including both Phases I and II). However, these expenses,must. be 

placed in the context of overall. police operations. By e~trapolating ~ 
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probable production costs of this AVM system, we estimate the 

total system cost to be approximately equal to $9,500 per car 

(capital investment), or with 10-year life, the annual depreciation 

about $950 per car per year. The operating/service costs are 

estimated to exceed this amount, at about $1,000 per car per year. 

The total of amortized investment cost and operation/maintenance 

costs over a ten-year period then approaches $2,000 per car per 

year. 

As noted previously, the average cost of fielding a round

the-clock one-person patrol car usually exceeds $100,000 per 

year or, for a two-person patrol car, $200,000 per year. The 

total AVM cost at $2,000 per year then represents no more than 

2 pe'l'cent of the cost for a one-person car (or 1 percent for a 

two-person car). Compared to the one-person car, if it can 

be shown that AVM will increase the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the force by x percent (because of better management of the 

forces), then AVM will provide at least x:2 return on the 

investment. If x is equal to 10 percent, for example, this would 

produce an impressive 5:1 r.eturn on investment. 

It should be'realized that-more than just monetary factors 

must be considered when evaluating the advantages and disadvantages 

of AVM. For example, it is important to examine the implications 

that AVM might have on police policy and approach. To the extent 

that AVM stresses rapid response to calls for service and dis

patching the closest car, it may limit or conflict with an 

alternative approach to po1icing--the "one-person, one beat" 
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approa'ch which gives a patrol officer responsibility for a 

particular area (such, as with team policing). It will most 

likely be impossible then, to do a definitive, review of costs 

and benefits that will be applicable to all police depar'tments:' 

The costs and benefits for each city will be differen.t and must· 

be reviewed individually depending on their goals' and priorities. 
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Part II 

Recommendations for Other Cities 

While Part I of this sum~ary report focused on St. Louis

specific results of the Phase I evaluation, Part II attempts to 

build from the St. Louis experience to present a set of 

recommendations for potential A~I24 . consumers in the field of 

1mV' enforcement. Recognizing the .lin-progress" nature of the 

St. Louis evaluation, these recommendations should be viewed as 

tentative; they may be modified as a result of the Phase II 

evaluation. 

Given the diversity of potential applications of AVM in 

police operations and given that each city is likely to apply 

its own unique value \V'eight to each application, it is important 

that each city analyze its own situation with respect to AVN. 

A focus of this part of the report is the process by which such 

an analysis can occur. This ranges from the activity of goal 

setting, to data collection, to mathematical modeling, to the 

setting of perfonnance specifications, etc. After outlining 

the process of analyzing the local situation, critical factors 

of concern--all derived from our St. Louis experience and related 

work in the field of law enforcement--are discussed within the 

~Part I described the evaluation results of a specific 
computer-assisted dead-reckoning type A~I system. Part II' s 
reference to Av}1 includes the broad field of available systems-
and not any' specific system, unless so mentioned. 
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three-pronged evaluation framework: operations, technology and 

attitudes. Part II concludes with a discussion of long-term 

commitment to AVM and relate'd technologies. 

A. Analysis of Local Situation 

Each city ~h~t is, likely to consider the purchase. of an 

AVM system is unique in some r.'lay. Each can be described in 

aggregate terms such as ·the area of the city I its street mileage, 

its population,density, ,its annual volume of police calls for 

service, its total number of sworn personnel, its total number 

of radio-dispatched vehicles, etc. Other qualities of the 

city are likely to affect the technical performance of certain 

types of AVH systems; these include the density and configuration 

of skyscrapers, the statistical properties of the street la.yout 

(including average block length and barriers to travel), the 

numb@:r of patrol vehicles per squcare mile in various parts of 

the city, magnetic anomalies, the "hilliness" of a region, 

etc. Still other qualities of the city's police department itself 

are apt to affect the operational effectiveness of an A~1 

system. These include attitudinal and professional factors 

associated with the personnel. Such factors stem from a 

department's history of professionalism and willingness to try 

innovations. They are related to such measur.es as the percent 

of personnel with some college education, the percent of civilians 

in the department, the median age of personnel, the salary level, . 
etc. They axe also related to such intangibles as the attitudes 
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of the chief and his associates and the department's ties to 

city hall (and the extent to which the department is a part of 

the city's political structure). The operational effectiveness 

of an Am1 system also depends on the department's dispatch and 

resource allocation policies; For instance, a department with

out sufficient patrol manpower to handle the current volume 

of calls for service is not likely to experience significant 

reductions in travel time from an AVM system. 

Because of these concerns, each city's situation with 

respect to AVM is unique. The operational benefits and the 

technical performance of an AVM system in each city will depend 

to some extent on conditions in that city. So, before purchasing 

an AVM system, administrators in a city should carefully analyze 

their o,vn situation in an attempt to assess the likely benefits 

and costs of an AVM system. This will require discussions with 

command staff, data collection and certain elementary types of 

analysis. The city might benefit greatly from impartial assistance 

from the outside in performing such an analysis. 

The first step in discussing the possibility of an AVM 

system with command staff is the listing of probable benefits 

of the system. Such a list might include the following: 

• Reduced response time 

• Increased officer safety 

• Improved comma.nd and control operations 

• Better dispatching techniques 
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• Improved management of resources in the field 

• Improv:d cr~sis ~anagement ability and 
real-t~me' d~rect~on of criminal pursuit 

• ~n~:eased police pat:ol effectiveness using such 
~n ~cators as more m~les driven on preventive 
patrol and more self-initiated activities 

Improved moralehdue to a higher perceived 
level of professionalization ' 

• ~bility ~o recreate and to study situations 
~n ~h: f~eld ~via.videotape playback or 
a s~m~lar med~um) 

• Improved public image 

. Next to such a lis~ should be created a 'list 
of possible dis-

advantages of an AVM system, perhaps including: 

• In?re~sed cross-beat dispatching (thus 
br~ng~ng a loss of t'beat identity") 

• Possible increased dispatcher workload 

• Po~sible negative response of patrolman's 
un~on (rep:esent~n~ of!icers who might 
resent the~r pos~t~on being monitored) 

• Increa~edannual costs (due to operational 
and m~~ntenance costs of the system and 
amort~zed purchase cost) 

• Negative consequences stemming from 
possible abuse of the system ' 

If, a's a result of preliminary meetings. h 
, t e possible advantages' 

seem attractive (even given the poss 4 ble d 
..... isadvantages), then 

some more formal steps of analysis should be undertaken. 

1. Review of Police Em~rgency Response System. 

formal step, which might require outside assistance , 

The first 

is a review 
of the police e 

mergency response system and the collection of data 
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describing this system. First, a block diagram (similar to 

Figure 6-2, page 182 of the Phase I Final Report) depicting 

each of the key steps in the emergency response system would 

be generated. Then the parameters of the system would be defined. 

These would include both controllable parctmeters, such as the 

number of telephone complaint clerks (call. evaluators), number 

of di'spatchers, and number of radio-dispatchable patrol units 

(all by time of day) and uncontrollable parameters I such as .. rate 

of calls for service (by type and time of day); service times 

of complaint clerks, dispatchers, and patrol units; miscellaneous 

processing delays; response speeds; and the description of the patrol 

resource allocation policy. If a city is interested in reducing 

response time, AVM is only one of many potential changes that 

could be made . 

The sample size for these data need not be huge, perhaps 

totalling a period of four weeks of operations (preferably 

one week from each season of the year). The data should be 

processed to compute summary statistics such as mean, tledian, 

mode and variance. 

2. Use of Simulation Model or ~Comparable Tool. The next 

step is to review the police emergency response system with 

respect to possible improvements tha't could be instituted--both 

in terms of the extent of improvement and cos t. In the. area 

of reducing response time, the following are potential improvements: 

Institution of a 911 system 

Implementation of an ACD (Automatic 
Call Distribution) system 
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• Implementing a CAD (Computer-Aided 
Dispatching) system 

Rescheduling of complaint clerks 

• Rescheduling of dispat~hers 

· Rescheduling of patro~men 

· Modification'of the dispatching procedures 
(perhaps by priority of call) 

• Implementing an AVM system with specified 
accuracy characteristics 

Addition of one 'or more radio channels 

Many of these changes bear on the other 'entries in the list of 

benefits (in addition to response time reduction). Additional 

changes that are not directly related to response time include: 

• Improved training of complaint clerks and 
dispatchers 

· Enhanced public education in the use of 
the police emergency number 

Institution of specialty units in the field 
(e.g., for family crisis intervention~ 
emergency medical services, etc.) 

Many of these alternatives for improvement will have to be treated 

subjectively, that iS,without recourse to detailed statistical 
. . 

or modeling analysis. Others require more formal treat,ment, 

such. as predicting the response time' savings accruing from an 

AVM system. This analysis can be carried out in a fairly 

inexpensive manner by using a patrol force simulation model, 

such as the one applied in Chapter VI, described. in Chapter VIII 

and detailed in Appendix'C of.the Phase I Final Report. For 

instance, the simulation model, when applied to District 3.in 
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St. Louis, indicated that almost half' of the predicted 25% 

reduction in mean tr;3.vel t,ime vlaS due to the MPD's precinct

oriented dispatch policy; when compared to a more standard 

non-precinct-oriented policy, AVM was predicte.d by the simulation 

model to reduce mean travel time by 10 to 15'10' The simulation 

used in this study is in the public domain and will be made 

avail~ble for the cost of reproduction and mailing. 

Hhile the analyses we are suggesting need not be as detailed 

as those described in this report, the point of the analysis is 

to layout all the major alternatives for improving performance 

of the police emergency response system and to indicate that 

installation of an AVM system is just one of those alternatives .. . , . 

Its ranking, competitively with other alternatives v;rill depend on 

subj ective and obj ective analyses of costs and benefits of the' 

s'ystem in comparison to each of the other alternatives: 

B. Critical Factors of Concern 

Once the initial analyses ha.ve been performed, .if AVM is 

then being seriously considered as a potential means for improving 

pOlice services, then there are several key fac·tors with which 

potential consumers should concern themselves. It is recornmended 

that each of these factors--detailed below--be critically discussed 

and revie'tved prior to signing any contract for an AVM system. For 

convenience, the factors can be grouped into the three categories 

underlying the St. Louis evaluq.tion: operational, technological 

and attitudinal. 
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1. Operational Factors. 

a. Accuracy. Any NTH system ,should have, one or 1Ilore 

meaningful measure(s) of accuracy. In'the FLA:(R Sy.stem the three' 

main measures were the mean time between los~es of a FLAIR 
. 

, vehicle, the location error (in feet) repr,esenting 9~% c'on£idence ~ 25 
" ' . ' 

and the mean error '(in feet). AVM systems, other than'dead-reckoning 

types, use only the location error measu.res to define accuracy" 

since such vehicles do not become "lost ,." However', other syst~ms 

may have their own unique meas~res; for instance, tqe manu£acturer 

of a fixed post sensor system might quote the mean time between' 

passings of a sensor. 

Whatever the choice, the contract for delivery of the 

§ystem should contain a clause guarantleeing a level of per£ormance 

a,s indicated by the relevant measure (s) of accuracy; and the' , 
. -

test procedure for verifying that performance- should be agreed 

upon. 

The level of accuracy required will be determined by the 

needs analysis discussed above. A very dense city with narro~ 

streets, small blocks and limited long-range visibilitY'will in 

all likelihood require a more accu:!"ate system than in a more 

"sparse" city. A city that selects an AVM system for corrnnand 

and control operations and officer safety as weil as response 
. ' 

time reduction w.ill most lik:ly requ.ire a more accurate sys'tem 

-------"" 
25 ' . 

Vehicles are correctly located within that distance 95 
per~ent of the time. 
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than one whose only purpose is travel time reduction (e.g., 

having a location error within 220 feet, 95% of the time). 

The value of th~ accuracy parameters may also have a direct 

bearing on other components of the emergency response systl~m. 

For instance, a FLAIR-type system with mean time bet1;'leen losses 

of a vehicle of six hours would require 2,000 dispatcher re

initializations per day in a fleet having 500 vehicles. If each 

reinitialization consumed 15 seconds of time, then the summed 

extra workload for this task would be 8 1/3 hours per day.~ 

An increase of mean time between losses (per vehicle) to 12 hours 

would reduce this dispatcher workload to 4 1/6 hours; ho\vever, a 

sys tern not having a binding value of this performance m(!!asure might 

yield an unsatisfactory mean time bet'\..;reen losses of two, hours 

p(~r vehicle, which would result in an extra workload at the 

dispatchers' positions of 25 hours per day. 

It is important that any police department contemplating 

an AVM system be aware of the various accura~y definitions o~

a.lternative AVM systems and the implications of each em its 

operations. Chapter II of the Pha,se I -Final'Report dlescri-bes 

ctlternative AVM systems and accuracy considerations. 

b. ~eed for Response Time Reduction. AVM systems ;are 

typically "justified" on the basis of their response time reduction 

Hpart I reported workload increase for dispatchers of Over 
five minutes per hour (9%) II but after the learning proc.ess w~I.s 
completed, time savings frQm other factors (such as digital :; 
communication) more than offset this time :lncrease., The fac!: 
remains though that the fewer the reinitializations~ the less 
workload for the dispatchers. 
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benefi'ts. One purpose of the needs analysis discussed above 

was to determine repr~sentative values of, .response time for 

each of the components of the police emergency response syst~m. 

Only then can one determine if the' reduction in trave.l time 

(typically 10 to 15 percent) derived from an AVM, system justifies 

the cost of the system; and one must remember that' the AVM 

system might increase the response time of some other component 

of the system. 

In addressing the issue' of response time reduction, the 

potential consumer should consider the following~ 

o Little is known about the relatioT.ldnip 
between response time and appre!lension 
p:robability. 27 Respon,se time as a key 
performance measure is a sU1:rogate 
measure, albei.t not an·un::easonable one. 

o The potential average trav~l time reductions 
possible from an AVM system vary according 
to patrol workload (on.calls for service' 
and other matt\~rs). The average reduction 
typically starts at some positive. value 
(say 10% improvement) at zero workload, 
builds to a ma}l:imum (say 15% improvement) 
at about 20 to 30 percent workload, and 
then gradually drops to 0% imJrovement 
as workload approaches 100%. . 

In addition to addressing the average 
travel time reduction of an AVM system, 

27The best two studies are by Isaacs. in an Appendix to the 
Science and Technolo'gy Task Force Report of the President's Crime 
Commission (a study done in Los Angeles) and by Clawson and Chang 
in Seattle (to appear'i::l a special issue of Hanagement Sc~ence on· 
Criminal Justic€~, A. Blumstein and R. Lars,on, , co.-gll;est ed~tors. 

28 For a more cOl.11Drehensive'discussion, see Chapter VI, 
Section D-l) pages 204-209 of the. Phase I Final Report. 
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one should look at the distribution 
of travel time reductions. Typically, 
the majority of dispatch decisions are 
unaffected by AVM information. How
ever, those dispatch decisions that 
are changed du.e to AVM may result in 
a travel time reduction of 25 percent, 
50 percent, or more. Such distributional 
effects also vary by location within 
the city. 

o In an urban envir.onment, travel time, 
as a component of total system response 
time, rarely exceeds about 50 percent 
of total system response time. Thus, 
a 10 percent reduction in travel time 
is not likely to decrease total system 
response time by more than about 5 percent. 

Even if total system r2sponse time is found to be unaffected 

by an AVM system, there may be other important reasons for 

implementing the system. These have been discussed elsewhere 

in this report. 

c. Tie to CAD. The Science and Technology Task Force 

of the President's Crime Commission, when discussing AVM systems, 

viewed them primarily as a key component of a CAD (Computer-Aided 

Dispatch) system. In the late 1960's most police emergency 

response systems 'tvere founded on a technology that had not 

changed appreCiably ?ince the, 1~3.0 '"s. Ci\D, systems were technically 
, ' 

feasible, building from recent developments in on-line computer 

time-sharing systems. And the capital investment in a CAD system, 

which would still be under' $1,000)000 for most cities, almost 

always represents a smaller incremental investment than a high 

accuracy AVM system (implemented city-wide). Finally, certain 

call proces~ing improvements can be accomplished solely with a 

CAD, without the assistance of automatic vehicle location. 
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Implementing an AVM system before a CAD system results in less 

than optimal perf?rmance of the AVM system. Such activities, 

as manual cursor positioning for incident placement could l;Ie . . .. . 
nerformed virtua.lly instantly by a CAD, ~omputer, .bu·t they 

.. 
represent increased workload to a dispatcher 'in a manua1.system. 

. . 
Also, dispatching personnel t~ained in the' ways of a:?omp~:ter 

within a CAD context are l~kely to be less resistan~ to ~he 

notion of AVi:'J. information, 'which would appear to them to he 'a 

'natural add-on to the CA~ system. 

For these reasons, potential consumers'of AVM systems sl),ould 

think carefully about the advisability ~f AVM w:i.thout CAD and 

about the time phasing.of CAD and AVM installation. It is not' 

difficult to write into the specifications of a C~ system. 

features that would make it compatible (with minimal switc~o~er 

costs) with an AVM system. While it is conceivable to design 

AVM systems that "stand aloneit' and yet are likely to be co;mpatible 

with some yet-to-be-designed CAD system, it is more difficult 

to do so and likely to be more costly to switch over. A CAD 

System "waiting for an AVM hookup" is. likely to yield bene:fic'ial 

improvements in operations (as they have since 1968, when New " 

York City's SPRINT system 'was installed), whe.reas an AVM s.ystem 

waiting a CAD connection is likely to yield less than the full 

advantage of AVH information. 

d. Need for More Knowledge of Patrol Activities. Prior 

to the installation of an AVM system, serious' attention has to 

be focused on the patrol force, to discover just how'~ts members 
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s;i)~end their time. A good illustration of a detailed analysis 
, .. ", I 

i
l of patrol activit,ies is contained in~ the technical \vrit,,'l:\-uP 

of the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment 29, combining 

police "noncommitted time" and time spent on activities known 

to the dispatcher. 

A main reason for such a study is to discover the fraction 

of time that a unit's position is mobile and therefore unknown 

to the dispatcher. The higher this fraction of time, the greater 

the benefits of an AVM systemj the lower, the less benefits. 

Just as a fire chief would have limited use for an AVM system 

(since he is almost always aware of the location of his fire 

apparatus), a police chief suffering from an overabundance of 

calls for service would have limited use for an AVM system. 

This is because a system saturated with calls for service bas 

the great majority of its units positioned at scenes of calls 

for service (i. e., known locations) j and j m.ost dispatches 

occur in a back-to-back.manner from a queue of waiting calls, 

assigning a unit at a known location to an incident at'a knOi>ffi 

location. In such a system, the need for ,AWl information would 

be minimalj most likely, other changes should occur. first in 

the police emergency response system (perhaps an increase of 

manpower in the field o,r.a stricter call !Screening policy). 

29 "The Kansas City Prevent~ive Patrol Experime1i:t·';"A ,Tec'hrtical 
Report," by George L., Kelling, Tony Pate:1 Duane Dieckman, : and 
Charles E. Brown, published by the Po licl2. Foundation, l.vashington, 
D. C., 1974 (537 pp. plus appendices). Als'o see their nSummary 
Report" (60 pp.). 

1 ' 
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A patrol force with adequate manning to handle its call-

for-service volume is more likely to incur benefits from an 

AVM system. But ,even in these cases the exact magnitude of the 

benefits may be surprisingly city-dependent. Fo',r instance, the' 

Kansas City Rep~rt. indicated that fully one-half of police 
. , 

noncommitted time was at stationary locations rather than mobile . ' . . 
locations. This could mean an availability to the dispatcher 

significantly smaller than that suggested by call-for-service 

workload, or it could suggest that one could know the exact 

location of about one-half the noncommitted fleet without an 

AVM system~ simply by instituting a call-in procedure whenever 

a unit stops at a fixed location. H 

Following the recommended "before" component of patrol 

time analysis, one should continue the analysis after the 

implementation of AWL. In addition to all the "before" questions; 

one can now examine patterns of patrol (as to which is more 

effective against certain types of crime), space-time dependence 

of' cI.'ime (say armed robbery) and patrol units, etc. 

30 As part of the Phase I St. Loui.s evaluation, an attempt 
was made to include in the analysis police committed time not 
associated with calls for service. This, was done by generating 
"patrol-initiated activities" in the simulation model of District 
3. Even with this capability, however, predicted travel time' 
reductions were greater than those measured, perhaps indicating 
additional committed time, not incorporated in' the model. Since 
the amount of committed time has such a direct bearing on the 
utility of an AVM system, it will be a focus of the Phase II 
evaluation... . ~,~~ 
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2. Technological Factors. 

a. Maintenance and Technological Obsolescence. AVM 

systems are based on the latest state-of-the-art technology, 

usually employing digital communications, solid state circuits, 

and computationally fast minicomputers. None of these systems 

has experienced a multi-year test in the operationally severe 

environment of a police department. Thus, as \.;as evident in our 

, Ph~se I evaluation, it is likely that maintenance problems 

\ 

\vill arise that 'were unanticipated prior to implementation. Even 

if they don't, the type of anticipated maintenance--on digital 

communications equipment, on small solid state circuits, on 

minicomputers--represents a major advance in technological 

sophistication of the maintenan~e personnel of most police depart-

ments. 

Both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on these systems 

will undoubtedly be reCJ,~ired and a police department contemplating 

the purchase of a system employing such technology should care

fully plan out their maintenance policy ahead of time. It is 

likely that some maintenance tasks will have to be subcontracted 

to outside specialist firms--say for the minicomputer. Other 

tasks may be assumed by the department's regular maintenance 

personnel, provided adequate plans are laid 01lt for their 

training, the upgrading of their test and repair equipment, and 

backup services should they run into difficulty. 
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· An estimate of the annual cost of maintenance should be 

included \in the early, deliberations, prio.r to a department 

committi~lg itself to a particular system. Costs of maintenapce 
I 

contract~ for minicomputurs can be· significant. Typically this 

cost is 1% per month of the original purchase price. For a 

redundant system (with two computers) and with peripheral equip

ment valued at $200,000, the annual cost would be $24,000. Costs 

of ~pgraded in-house maintenance ca:q also be high, considering 

the associated new equipment', space and perhaps additional 

personnel. A department contemplating an A~1 system might 

consider including the cost of maintenance equipment, training, 

and perhaps even all first-year maintenance as part of the 

purchase contract. 

Because of the state-of-the-art technology used in AVM 

systems, the technology is changing rapidly on a year-to-year 

basis. New system concepts are known to be under development 

(e.g., passive signpost systems) and systems now undergoing trial 

implementation in major cities (e.g., FLAIR.in St. Louis, Hazeltine's 

pulse trilateration in Dallas, and Hoffman's Proximity Sensing in 

Huntington Beach) are likely to involve further refinement. This 

means that 1) installed systems are l{kely to become technologically 

obsolete perhaps as soon as five years and almost certainly within 

ten years, and 2) the,passage of time is likely to result in less 

expensive systems. Thus a department contemplating the purchase of 

an AVM system is confronted with an "action-timing" problem-.,.namely, . 

when to purchase, considering factors such as price,.technological 
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obsolescene, tests in operating police departments, etc. Evalua

tion results of currently implemented AVM systerns~-such as those 

in St. Louis, Dallas and Hunt.ington Beach--plus AVM consumer 

"handbooks"31 should help a department confronting such a 

decision. 

b. Accountabilitv of Hardware Vendor. 
< The supplier 

of the AVM system should be required to deliver a system which 

performs according to prestated specifications. These should 

be spelled out in detail in the contract. These specifications 

could be stated in terms of target levels for the key performance 

measures of the system. 

As an illustration, a set of system performance measures 

(for a computer-tracked dead-reckoning system) may look something 

like this: 32 

(1) Accuracy 

Mean time between losses of a 
vehicle driving routinely should 
be no less than six hours. 

Mean location estimation error 
of a properly tracked vehicle 
should not exceed 75 feet. 

31 For instance, see G.R. Hansen and H.G. LeFlang, "Application 
of Automatic Vehicle. Location in Law Enforcement--An Introductory 
Planning Guide," Jet Propulsion Laboratory Doc. :ffJPL 5040-17, 
Pasadena, Cal. 91103, 1976. 

~The numerical values used here are illustrative and are not 
meant to imply a recommended set of standards for every city. 
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(2) 

• There should be no driveable 
places within the city at which 
the system does nc)t function. 

• The system should be able to 
track in ,"open loop" mode (off 
mapped s,treets,) for five minutes, 
accumulating an error of no more 
than 200 feet 9510 of the time 
(assuming speeds and turns usually 
associated with a patrolling vehicle). 

Maintenance and Repair. 

• Mean time between failures of 
in-car AVM equipmellt should exceed 
60 days (per car). 

• Mean time to repail~ the in-car 
AVM equipment should be less than 
three man-hours. 

• Mean time between f!ailures of the 
primary tracking minicomputer 
should exceed 60 days. 

• Percent of time system totally 
operational shall exceed 99.8 percent. 

(3) System Capacity. 

• The system will be capable of 
tr,acking 400 vehicles under normal 
,operating procedures, using two-UHF 
"voice" channels. 

• The system will be capable of 
tracking 400 vehicles, with up to 
100 executing a turn in the same 
polling interval. 

(4) System Adaptability. 

• The system manual will provide a 
detailed description of how to link 
up the software to a compatible CAD, 
system ('ivith pre-specified file formats, 
for instance geographical files). 
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• The system manual will spell out 
in detail how likely c,ha.nges in 
the city's street layout are to be 
incorporated irtto the system. 

The above perfo:r::'mance measures, target values, and ,'J:J;.!ated 

~ecifications were illustrative only. An actual contract mi.ght 

contain more (or fewer) specifications and, undoubtedly; their 

numerical values would be different and city-specific. HO't\1ever, 

without such a list of specifications the consumer!tas no 

assurance of "what he is getting." The time necessary to 

detail 'these requirements is minimal in comparison to the time 

(and cost) involved should the system not perform according to 

the consumer's expectations. 

c. Costs. Certainly cost i~ a maj?r consideration 

when contemplating an AVM system. It appears that the cost 

estimates of the ScienQe and Technology Task. Force of the 

President's Crime Commission, \vhich were in the range of $500 

to $1,000 per vehicle, were quite optimistic for a high 

accuracy vehicle monitoring system. tvhi1e exact cost estimates 

are difficult to quote due to the lack of production line 

quantities, it appears that the cost per car of the FLAIR 

System (including apportioned costs of the central'J:aci1ity--

with computer, and displays) exceeds $7,000 (and we have used $9,500 as 

a planning figure). Few systems appear to be available that would cost 

less than, say, $2,500 per vehicle, and the less expensive systems ':;i 

tend to offer less accuracy and fewer features than the FLAIR ~ystem. 

While these purchase costs may appear high, one must consider, 

on the other hand, that city police departments are typically 
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labor intensive and under capitalized. As discussed in Part I, 

it is not unusual for 90 percent or more OIf a police budget 

to be consumed directly by qalaries, fringe benefits" and pensions. 

The annual cOS.t of a round-the-clock two-person patrol unit now 

ranges between' $20P,000 and $350,000 in most cities, the latter 

high figure deriving from ever-more-generous pension plans. 

So, the apparently high purchase costs C'.f an AVM system are 

likely to be· small in comparison with personnel costs. 

In addition to· purchase costs, which can be amortized over 

the likely lifet'ime of the system: there are yearly opelrating 

costs. These are due primarily to mai.?tenanc~ and :repc;~ir, any 

special staff that has to be hire~, s~~ce' (~ccupied by the 

system), electrical power (consumed by the system), and the 

percent of time of regular pe'rsohnel devoted to the operation of 

the system. These cos:ts may be offset by cost savings due to 

a reduction inthe regular patrol force made possible by increased 

efficiency and effectiveness of the force due to the AVM system. 

There may also b2 non-co;:,::: benefits resulting from improved officer 

safety and more effectivG cQmmand and control, the value of which 

must be considered in the final decision. 

Any city contemplating an AVM system should as accurately 

as possible layout the main components of costs, both one-time 

. 'and recurring. In doing this, the one-time costs should be· 

amortized over the lifetime of the system, which for planning 

purposes, will Erobably be about ten years. 
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e' 3. Attitudinal Factors. 

a. Morale, Attitudes, Education. Given a system that 

is technologically sound, in projecting the degree of implementation 

success, it is difficult to identify a concern more important 

than the attitude of police personnel toward the AVM system. 

A highly positive attitude would greatly increase. the chances 

that the system will function for the purposes intended. A 

highly negative attitude will almost certainly result in the 

effective failure of the system. Virtually all systems are 

subvertible in some way and a negative attitude could lead to 

acts effectively terminating useful system operation. Strong 

negative attitudes could also yield a tough union bargaining 

position at the next round of contract negotiations. 

There appear to be two key ing'redients ,in ~nfluencing positive 

police attitudes toward an AVM system. The first is the require

ment of a properly working system. 'Police have little tolerance 

with an obviously faulty system that. is being marketed to them 

as a potential life saver. Like many members of the general 
" population, many police officers recall past events by their 

deviation from the norm, not their adherence to it. Thus, obv:LOUS 

failures of an AVM system (during the early implementation' 

phase)--even if only a few in number--could be sufficient to 

turn an originally positive attitude into a largely negative ,one,. 

Especially if they start to question the reliability of the' 

system during a potential life or death situation, confidence 

will be eroded and attitudes will turn downward. To the extent, 
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possible, an implemented system should be thoroughly tested under 

realistic field conditions prior to transferral of the system to 

police p~rsonnel. This may +equire installation within the ci.ty 

and simulated police driving for an amount of' time prior to 

transferral. 

The secoIld 'key ingredient i~3 education and communicc:ltion 

regarding the new system .. Patrol officers, dispatchers and 

supe.rvisors must be thoroughly briefed on the purposes of the 

system. This i.ncludes officer safety, assisting in criminal 

pursuits, reduced response timf=, and all the other obj ectives 

cited earlier. The issue of pOE.lition monitoring by supervisors 

should be openly discussed and the depa.rtment' s polid"es in this 

area presented candidly. The step-by-step detailed operation of 

the system should be presented, along with possible operational 

problems or limitations. A lack of comprehensive educational 

programs and communication on such topics could result first in 

confusion and misuse of, the equipment and second in frustration 

and increasing skepticism regat:ding the ut.ility of the system. 

b. Subvertibility of the System. By system subvert

ability, we mean the susceptibility of the system to deliberate 

acts aimed at decreasing system effectiveness. In computer

tracked dead-reckoning systems, for example, such acts could 

be'performed by the patrol officer--reporting'an incorrect address 
. 

at the time of "los$ correction" (or reinitialization) or self 
, ... ' ..... 

initializing at .an incorrect site--or they may be the work of 

vandals or criminals deliberately planning to make the AVM system 

inoperative. 
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While well-traine.d and highly motivated pat.rolmen ar(~ not 

likely to engage deliberately in acts aimed at j/!oiling thle system, 

virtually any patrol force contains a spectrum ii)f officers, each 

w'ith different a.ttitudes toward technological innovation~; such 

as AVM systems. A dispatcher-triggered alarm s.ystem tJnat 

was implemented several years ago in Boston wa,~) quickly destroyed 

when· the in-car units beeame inexplicably inoperable" A comple.t.ely 

voluntary vehicle location system implemented on a trial basis 

in Oakland, California fa.iled due to technical problems and, in 

part, its voluntary position reporting featurre. >3 _ W(;~ are led to 

believe that system subvertability is tied directly to the extent 

of "voluntariness" of the system--the less frequently the officers 

must report or correct their location, the more techn{cally 

successful the system is likely to be. 

Wi th FLAIR-type systems, even if mean t:i:me betwe.en, failures 

for a fleet is shown to be, say I eigbtt hours, this v~~lue pertains 

to average (typical) driving' patterns of a pa,tt'olJing vehicle. 

As long as there are parts of the city in which the systE!m dQeq. not 

function_.(e .. g_., due to magpetic anomal~es) I ,tq~1) s1;thY'ertability 

and "voluntariness" m;e increased. HOlWever I vehicl~s that fre-

quently try to become. "lost" can be spotted on computer printouts I 

• 33 Scott Hebert I "Communications and Dispatching Technology 
inche Oakland Policl: Department I" Chapter 7 of a 'Fina.l Report 
to be submitted to the National Science F01,lndatiorl on the 
Innovative Resources Planning Project carried out. at M1T and 
sponsored by NSF-RANN (National Science Foundatioln Grant Number 
G038004). 
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and if investigation indicates no faultiness in the vehic1e's 

hardware, appropriate discussions can be held with the officers 

involved. 

C II Response of Patrolman I s Union. In many cities' in 
the U.S. wit~in the last, 10 to 20 years, the unions or fraternal 

organizations (de facto unions) representing patrolmen in. labor 

matters have gained considerabl'e power. Their inf.luence ~as. 
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extended beyond such standard labor negotiation issues as 'iVages, 

pensions, dues check off, and ru.les on overtime, and into 

certain operational management areas previously thought to be 

management prerogative. These :t-nclude work rules (schedu;Ling 

of tours of duty, assignment to precincts, assignment to special 

details, one-person versus two-person cars) and methods of opera~ 

tion (e.g., response of two vehicles to certain types of incidents). 

With. proper attention given to the patrolman's perspective, 

it is possible that the union could be an integrative force in 

explaining the benefits (to the patrolman) of an AVM system. 

From his perspective, the likely benefits are officer safety, 

assistance in criminal pursuits, increased coordination in 

crisis situations, and improved morale due to a higher perceived 
, 

level of professionalization. Travel time reduction may play 

a positiverole here too, although many patrolmen think that 

nearby officers will "volunteer" for'high-priority calls, thereby 

reducing the projected travel time reduction benefits of an AVM 

system. 

,As illustrated in our .St. Louis officer surveys, the major 

initial concern'of patrolmen regarding AVM systems was the 

umvarranted monitoring qf their positions by supervisors (or 

worse yet, bureaus of "internal :affa:Lrs") and the possible 

reprimands that may resu.lt. They argue, correctly in marty instances, 

that one cannot' determine the activity of a patrol officer by 

merely monitoring his position. A vehicle stopped for two hours 

may be performing an important stakeout function. On the other 
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hand, the officer may be taking an unauthorized rest break. AVM 

systems are likely to reduce fraternizing among patrolmen in 

the fie1d--a habit that many,patro1men will argue serves a 

necessary communi.cation function (including exchange 'of crime

related inform~tion). In District 3 in St. Louis there are 

indications that fraternizing within the station house,increased 

markedly after implementation of FLAIR. 

There are other activities, too, both good and bad, that ,w,i11 

tend to be curtailed as a result of AVM. The patrolmen's 

union can be relied upon to represent the patrolman's interests 

in these matters. In a city in which police labor and management 

continually clash, AVM may be virtually infeasible due to union 

hostility. In a city with "collusive" 34 bargaining relations 

between labor and management, it is likely that compromise 

understandings .can be reached. In a city having traditionally 

good labor-management ~e1ations, implementation of AVM should 

be no problem, provided, agaip that the patrolman's perspective 

is considered. 

, . 

We cannot overemphasize the need to consider "labor's" response 

to such techno19gica1innovations as AVM systems. An otherwise 

excellent system can be made unworkable by failure in the 1abor-

management area. 

34 Margaret. Levi, Conflict and Collusion: Police Collective 
Bargaining, IRP Technical Report No. TR-07-74, September, 1974 
(237 pp.), Innovative Resource Planning, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Gambridge, Massachusetts. 
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C. Long-Term Commitment to AVH 

Installation of an AVM system tn police operations could 
. 

be, in many ways, parallel to the installation of automobiles 

(to motorize patrolmen in the 1910's) and the tws:>-way radio 

(to enhance communication capabilities in the 1930's). Thus, 

a switch to AVM (like CAD, advanced 911, . and seve17al other new 

high technology systems) is not likely to represent a temporary 

mode of operation, but rather one that can and will affect in 

a permanent way the very essence of policing in any department 

that employs it. So, cost and other more immediate considerations 

aside, the long-term consequences of an AVM system should be 

discussed and projected by departmental personnel. Recurring 

cost and personnel obligations in order to keep the system 

functioning and up-to-date should be outlined, and financial 

commitments from the city should be obtained, if needed. 

With our ~urrent state of relative ignorance with respect 

to the actual in-the-fie1d effects of an AVH system, it may 

be several years (requiring monitoring and evaluation of the 

first several AV11 instal1ations--such as that in St. Louis as well 

as experience in Dallas, etc.) before a department can, with some 

confidence, project the effect of an AVM system on its own 

operation. Thus, in learning to project thelong--term consequences 

of an AVM system, it is essential that we follow the scientific 

method to the extent possible, thereby'al10wing learning from 

the early implementations through the process of observation, 

hypothesis generation, and testing with careful attention to 

operational, technological and attitudinal concerns . 
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